Gaming for hours-on-end can lead to eye-strain, eye-fatigue, and even headaches. The best solution is to add indirect luminance to the room. But turning on lights and lamps can wash-out the contrast of your screen and also cause haze and glare.

AURA (COLOR) Ambient Bias Lighting solves both problems by adding indirect light without all the issues associated with windows and lamps. Contrast and picture performance gets better, headaches and eye-fatigue goes away! Plus, the resultant light-ring around your monitor looks sweet...and even has a PARTY mode for when you’re done playing.

» Increases contrast for a better picture
» Reduces eye-fatigue and headaches for longer playing sessions
» Easy to install, 1-size-fits-all
» Powered by computers own USB port or standard wall-adapter
» Switches on/off with in-line controller
» Direct access to multiple colors (AURA Color only)